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Harbinger, Reviews

FB REVIEW | HARBINGER

Review by Jacquie Lee
Harbinger by Brink Productions runs until Sep 11. Click here for more..

“Brink Productions’ latest offering does an excellent job of treading the
delicate line between endearing hilarity and unsettling darkness…”
Harbinger is like a sinister dream dancing right on the edge of your consciousness. All at once startlingly
clear and murkily indecipherable, it is nevertheless consistently gripping and darkly enjoyable.

In the sparse setting of the Space Theatre, we encounter Maddy and Chris – two strangers brought
together by the most bizarre circumstances. Maddy awakens on a dark suburban street, covered in blood
and with no memory of what has happened. It’s clear she has been attacked, but by who – or what? Kindly
passer-by Chris attempts to help her piece together events, but as the night wears on and things become
more and more twisted, the sinister reality becomes all too clear…

Or not. For such a richly imaginative storyline, Harbinger’s conclusion is convoluted and rather unclear.
Without giving too much away (for indeed, much of Harbinger’s strength lies in the mystery Brink have
enshrouded it in), there seem to be two distinct possible storylines which don’t fit together. It is somewhat
disappointing, as the first two-thirds of the production are fantastic, filled with witty dialogue and enough
action and mystery to keep you poised on the edge of your seat.

However, all of the promise displayed earlier gradually dissipates as the duo enters the attacker’s lair;
here, the two previously mentioned storylines collide, leaving audiences struggling to determine which one
was actually happening. Was there really a supernatural attack, or was it all a metaphor for a much more
disturbing family drama Maddy had been battling for years? Was the character of Chris ever involved, or
was he just a facet of Maddy’s imagination? The epilogue, seemingly designed to help us understand,
only makes things worse, as we are left to wonder if the past 90 minutes or so were all just a dream.

Confusion aside, Harbinger is outstandingly well-produced. David Gasdsen’s lighting is stark and simple
yet innovative, employing bright flashes to blind the audience, wrenching them from their comfort zones
and distracting just long enough for things to change on stage. Wendy Todd’s minimalistic staging
highlights the quality of the acting and manages to be unobtrusive, despite the subtle visibility of the
stagehands. Blood, smoke and weapons from the ceiling all peak our visual interest, without detracting
from the fantastic performances happening on stage.

With only three characters and an often barren set, the cast of Harbinger had nowhere to hide, nor any
reason to want to. As Maddy, Yael Stone was the perfect blend of outgoing university student and vulnerable
victim. Stone was refreshingly realistic, neither typically whiny nor unconvincingly stoic. Her candid
statements (“this is so fucked up right now”) added both depth and credibility to her character, connecting
with myself and the rest of the audience as she responded to her bizarre situation in a way we all probably
would – swear a lot, but ultimately deal and look for a solution.

At her side is Nathan O’Keefe’s adorably goofy and socially awkward Chris; not exactly your ideal knight in
shining armour, but a comforting companion. O’Keefe brings a fresh breath of comic relief to what would
otherwise be a depressing production, encouraging frequent bursts of laughter and keeping the audience
from getting too bogged down in the heavy narrative. His singing ain’t bad either.

As a pairing, O’Keefe and Stone are adorably mismatched. It quickly becomes obvious that Chris is
smitten with Maddy, despite her intense fits and attempts to eat him. As they grow closer, you find yourself
really hoping the two crazy kids will get together in the end, which makes the end kind of disappointing as
well as confusing.

Russian actor Alex Menglet plays an excellent villain, but is let down by the lack of clarity surrounding his
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character. Is he a vampire or just some crazy man dressed in a tacky costume? Does Maddy actually know
him, or is he a stranger? Despite a strong performance, Menglet’s appearance is the catalyst for a tidal
wave of questions, almost overshadowing his performance. He sure does look good in a cape though.

Harbinger is the kind of production that sticks with you long after you have left the theatre. Although I first felt
rather confused and somewhat dissatisfied, the more I ponder over it, the more pieces begin to slowly fall
into place. The unique narrative, energetic performances and gratuitous appearance of David Bowie also
help cast aside any negative aspects. Renowned for producing original, unique and thought-provoking
pieces of theatre, Brink have done it once again.
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